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STATEMENT ANSWER

LEVEL* OF 

TRUTH 

through

The energy that this body woke to in 1998 is what humans 

call "chi"
yes 1,500

This creative energy is a manifest form of Consciousness yes 25,000

If a person asked for this energy it would automatically be 

made available
no

It is already available in the body yes 25,000

This creative energy is available through the grace of 

Consciousness
yes infinity

Children are born with an automatic connection to this 

Kundalini energy 
yes infinity

The connection is suppressed/blocked by the body as the 

child develops
yes 1200

The connection is blocked because the child is afraid no  

The connection is eventually blocked because the child 

wishes to please others who are uncomfortable around it
yes 1000

Between the ages of 6 and 10, children develop a partial 

understanding of the nature of this manifest world
yes 1000

Questions5 on the Nature of Consciousness
Losing Access to Consciousness (in Latency)                 

Then Finding It Again
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When the new understanding reaches a point where it is 

stronger than the newly suppressed/blocked frequencies, 

it triggers a reorganization of the brain based on the 

child's new understanding of this manifest world

yes 25,000

Volitional access to the energy suppressed in childhood is 

normally available as adults through:  
  

                            sexual activity yes 25,000

                            death defying escapades yes 25,000

                            any new exciting activity yes 25,000

                            spiritual practices yes 25,000

Any thought, deed or emotion that opens us to 

Consciousness will open us to this creative frequency
yes 25,000

Thoughts or deeds or emotions which open us to 

Consciousness are a conscious choice by the individual
yes 25,000

The physical "openings" that this body experienced in the 

wee hours of the morning thru 2003 and 2004 were 

openings to Kundalini energy

yes 10,000

Prior to 2003, Jesus Christ, the apostle John and the 

Buddha were the only beings on this planet to fully 

complete a 2nd reorganization and begin integration

yes 1000

Prior to 2003 there have been only an additional five 

individuals to have cleared the ego, a group which included 

the apostle Thomas

yes 1000

At this time  (7/17/14), there are at least 380 individuals 

alive who have completed all but the integration process  

(all since 2003)

yes 12,000

Note: the integration process takes a minimum of four 

years and up to ten years to complete
yes 12,000
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As of 7/17/14  it is estimated that there are another 100 

who are currently clearing negative energies, who will most 

likely go through the 2nd reorganization as an adult within 

the next 12-18 months

yes 12,000

In the physical process of clearing the negative energies, 

you will feel the specific emotion related to that frequency 

(Fear @ 100 or Anger @ 150).

12,000

It feels almost like the memory of that emotion 12,000

As it clears, that emotion will color every thing that you do 

and say as you clear that emotion, unless you are aware of 

it and compensate for it.

12,000

The process traditionally called "enlightenment" by which 

negative energies are cleared and the body opens to its 

original higher frequences, (culminating in reorganization 

and integration), accounts for approx. 96 % of all second 

reorganizations

yes 12,000

Men account for approximately 50% of these people yes 12,000

Women account for approximately 50% of these people yes 12,000

Men are more likely to become teachers who travel yes 12,000

Women are somewhat less likely to travel yes 12,000

There is a minimum level of frequency (According to the 

Map of Consciousness) before the gift of reorganization 
yes 580

More than half the  reorganizations are gifted when the 

participant has been at least 78% of their incoming 

Intention for at least 2 years  (Homo-Sapiens )

yes 1000

The higher the level of frequency which is opened to, the 

less time it takes for the reorganization process to unfold yes 25,000
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Reorganization for Indigo & Crystal children occurs when 

the participant has been at least 90% of their incoming 

Intention

yes 25,000

The reorganization process is gifted only through the 

grace of Consciousness
yes infinity

The ability to open to the frequency required for 

reorganization is through grace
yes infinity

Certain types of health related problems may block this 

reorganization
yes 25,000

Once health related problems are resolved, the 

reorganization may be gifted
yes 25,000

If the incoming level of intention is sufficiantly high to 

allow for a possible 2nd reorganization, then grace is 

automatic if that energetic frequency is attained

yes 25,000

Temptations for money, power or recognition can reduce 

the energy frequency to a point where a 3rd 

reorganization is triggered as the frequency opened to 

drops lower than +500 (homo-sapiens).

yes 25,000

LOC 1000


